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Cylindrical implosions driven by intense beams of heavy ions are one of the promising ways to
create high energy density states in matter. To ensure the needed azimuthal symmetry of the beam
energy deposition, it was proposed@Sharkovet al., Nucl. Instrum. Methods Phys. Res. A464, 1
~2001!# to rotate the ion beam around the target axis. Combining analytical calculations with
two-dimensional hydrodynamic simulations, a lower limit is established on the frequencyn of the
beam rotation dictated by the target hydrodynamics. This limit is shown to be directly proportional
to the desired radial convergence ratioCr for stepwise beam power profiles, and toCr

1/2 for smooth
pulses. With a smooth pulse, 6–10 beam revolutions per pulse should be sufficient to reachCr

.30, while a stepwise pulse requires.100 revolutions. Also, the upper bound on the asymmetry
of the elliptical focal spot of a rotating ion beam is calculated. ©2004 American Institute of
Physics. @DOI: 10.1063/1.1650352#

I. INTRODUCTION

With the advent of intense beams of fast heavy ions,1–4

an attractive possibility arises to conduct cylindrical implo-
sion experiments with a high degree of radial convergence.5

In particular, such implosions would open a way to creating
matter states at energy density levels unattainable by other
laboratory methods.5,6 Also, highly symmetric cylindrical
implosions driven directly by heavy ion beams are crucial for
certain schemes of the inertial confinement fusion.7,8

Cylindrical implosions with high radial convergence re-
quire high degree of azimuthal uniformity of the beam irra-
diation, especially when a cold pusher is used to compress
the sample material in the central cavity.5 To ensure the re-
quired symmetry of beam irradiation, it was proposed in Ref.
3 to rotate the ion beam around the cylindrical target axis by
means of a corresponding beam wobbler. Presently, first ef-
forts have been undertaken at the Institute for Theoretical
and Experimental Physics~ITEP, Moscow, Russia!, and at
the Gesellschaft fu¨r Schwerionenforschung~GSI, Darmstadt,
Germany! to construct and test such a wobbler. One of the
key parameters that has to be determined before laying out
the wobbler design is the frequency of the beam rotationn
@Hz, or revolutions per second#. The principal goal of this
work has been to analyze the constraints on the wobbler
frequencyn, and on the asymmetry of the beam focal spot
dictated by the physics of target implosion.

In Sec. II we describe the statement of the problem and
introduce the target structure and the basic notation. We

solve our problem by combining analytical calculations~Sec.
III ! with two-dimensional~2D! hydrodynamical simulations
~Sec. IV!. The analytical estimates are based on simplifying
assumptions that may be not quite adequate for realistic ex-
perimental conditions, and, for this reason, should only be
considered as a useful auxiliary in the interpretation of the
results of 2D simulations. Although our main results are ex-
pressed in a dimensionless form and can be applied over a
wide range of the beam and target parameters, the 2D nu-
merical simulations have been centered around a base set of
parameters@see Eq.~31! below# that are considered to be
realistic for the near-future TWAC1 and SIS-2004 facilities
at, respectively, ITEP~Moscow! and GSI~Darmstadt!. Since
only the ratioEb /R of the total beam energyEb to the ef-
fective rangeR @defined in Eq.~13! below# is relevant for
the problem addressed here, our base parameters correspond
roughly to 1.231013 ions of Co with the kinetic energy of
0.7 GeV/u (Eb580 kJ,R'40 g/cm2),1 or to 1012 ions of U
with the kinetic energy of 0.5 GeV/u (Eb520 kJ, R
'10 g/cm2).4 We find that, for any smooth beam power pro-
file, already 6–10 beam revolutions over the pulse duration
ensure adequate azimuthal symmetry of cylindrical implo-
sions allowing to reach convergence ratiosCr*30.

After all the principal results of this work had been ob-
tained, our attention was drawn to a new publication9 de-
voted to the same problem. The authors of this paper made a
simple analytical estimate of the pressure nonuniformities
due to a finite frequencyn of the beam rotation for the case
of the box pulse profile. As it is clear from the results of our
work, such an estimate is not sufficient for establishing a
reliable lower limit onn dictated by the desired symmetry of
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the imploded state, even for the simplest case of the box
pulse.

II. PROBLEM SETUP AND NOTATION

Consider a tube-like cylindrical target consisting of a
solid ~typically of heavy metal! liner shell which encloses a
central cavity filled with a low density gas~see Fig. 1!. The
initially uniform liner is subdivided into three adjacent lay-
ers: the payload~initially at Rp,r ,Ra1), the absorber~ini-
tially at Ra1,r ,Ra2), and the tamper~initially at Ra2,r
,R). A beam of fast ions, propagating along the axial direc-
tion, rotates around the cylinder axis with a cyclic frequency

n5
1

2p

dfb

dt
~1!

and deposits its energy inside the absorber annulusRa1

5Rb2r f,r ,Ra25Rb1r f ; hereRb is a fixed radius of the
circular beam orbit,fb is the azimuth of the center of the
beam focal spot measured clockwise from the ‘‘north
pole’’—as is shown in Fig. 1. In a general case, we assume
that the focal spot of the rotating beam is an ellipse with
semiaxesaf andbf ; then r f5max$af ,bf%.

In this work we investigate departures from the ideal
cylindrical symmetry of implosion in the (r ,f) plane which
arise from the following two types of azimuthal nonunifor-
mities in the beam energy deposition:

~i! cyclic nonuniformities that are caused by the finite
and/or noninteger number of beam revolutions; these
nonuniformities come to a foreground when the beam
focus is nearly an ideal circle; they set a lower limit
on the beam rotation frequencyn;

~ii ! focal nonuniformities caused by a parallel displace-
ment of a noncircular focal spot along the beam orbit;
these nonuniformities will be present even for an in-
finitely large value ofn; they set an upper limit on the
allowed asymmetry of the rotating focal spot.

We ignore any possible distortion and misalignment of
the beam orbit, and assume a perfect uniformity along the
cylinder length (z axis!.

The main focus of this work is on the cyclic nonunifor-
mities. When investigating this type of perturbations, we as-
sume that the focal spot is a circle with radiusr f . The role of
the focal nonuniformities is evaluated only for the simplest
noncircular shape, i.e., for an elliptical focal spot with semi-
axesaf andbf along, respectively, the globalx andy axis in
the (r ,f) plane~see Fig. 1!. As a result, we obtain an upper
limit for the dimensionless asymmetry parameterud f u, where
d f is defined as

d f5
af2bf

Aafbf

. ~2!

To all practical purposes, our problem can be adequately
addressed in the framework of pure 2D hydrodynamics, with
no regard for such dissipation mechanisms as heat conduc-
tion, viscosity, radiative transport, etc. As in many such prob-
lems, the results can be expressed in terms of dimensionless
parameters. An obvious choice for the dimensionless beam
rotation frequency is the total number of beam revolutions,

n̄5ntb , ~3!

over the ion pulse durationtb .
In general, the lower limit onn̄ ~or the upper limit on

ud f u) will be determined by several dimensionless parameters
which characterize the problem. By far the most important of
them is the radial convergence ratioCr that is to be achieved
in the course of implosion. We define the radial convergence
with respect to the interface between the payload and the
central gaseous cavity, whose initial position is atr 5Rp .
For noncircular shapes of this interface at later times, we use
the total areaSg inside the gaseous cavity to calculateCr as

Cr5
Rp

~Sg /p!1/2. ~4!

Clearly, higher values ofCr will require higher values ofn̄
and lower values ofud f u.

Other relevant dimensionless parameters in our problem
are ~i! the ratiotb /t im of the pulse durationtb to the implo-
sion timet im , ~ii ! the ratior f /Rb of the beam focal radiusr f

to the beam orbit radiusRb , ~iii ! the relative~with respect to
the half of the absorber mass! mass of the payloadmpa , and,
possibly, some other—depending on the complexity of the
target design and thermodynamic properties of the materials
used. In particular, the value oftb /t im ~which for hydrody-
namically consistent target configurations must be below 1!
controls the interplay of two different effects relevant for
both the cyclic and the focal nonuniformities: the effect of
nonuniform~over the azimuthal anglef! total energy depo-
sition, and the effect of systematic retardation in the energy
deposition at largerf due to the finite angular velocity of the
beam rotation. The effect of retardation dominates, for ex-
ample, when a box pulse with an integer number of beam
revolutions is used: the total energy deposition is perfectly
uniform ~for a circular focal spot! whereas the absorber seg-
ment at, say,f53p/2 is heated systematically half a period

FIG. 1. Target configuration for cylindrical implosions driven by a rotating
ion beam.
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later than the segment atf5p/2. Clearly, the effect of azi-
muthal retardation vanishes in the limit oftb /t im!1,
whereas the nonuniformity of the energy deposition does not.

Finally, the solution to our problem turns out to be sen-
sitive to the temporal power profile of the ion beamWb(t).
To characterize the temporal pulse shape, we introduce a
dimensionless pulse profile

V~t!5tb

Wb~ttb!

Eb
, 0<t[

t

tb
<1, ~5!

normalized by the condition

E
0

1

V~t!dt51, ~6!

here

Eb5E
0

tb
Wb~ t !dt ~7!

is the total beam energy. As specific examples, we consider
the following pulse shapes:

V~t!55
1, box pulse,

2~12u2t21u!, triangular pulse,

6t~12t!, parabolic pulse,

2 sin2~pt!, sine-squared pulse.

~8!

III. ANALYTICAL EVALUATION

Analytical calculations can only be done under certain
simplifying assumptions that may be not quite realistic for
experimental conditions. Hence, the analytical results ob-
tained below should be considered as only providing useful
guidelines and scaling relationships which, in their turn,
should be verified and rectified in 2D numerical simulations.

Our main simplifying assumption is that the geometrical
thicknesses of both the absorber and the payload layers are
small compared to their radii. Then, the radial motion of each
f element of a thin payload can be treated as locally planar
and independent of the conditions at otherf values. Clearly,
only long-wavelength~with respect to the payload thickness!
perturbations can be treated under such an approximation.

To relate the radial displacement of the imploding pay-
load to the local~at a givenf! energy deposition, we have to
apply a certain model for the payload acceleration. Here one
has to distinguish between two qualitatively different re-
gimes: a slow~quasiadiabatic! acceleration by a relatively
long ion pulse, and a fast~shock-like! acceleration by the
first shock launched from the absorber into the payload after
a short ion pulse. The separation between the two regimes is
controlled by the parametertb /thp , wherethp is the time of
sound propagation across the payload; for the cases of inter-
est here we typically havethp.10– 20 ns. Having in mind
ion pulses withtb.50– 200 ns, we apply a simple analytical
model for thequasiadiabaticpayload acceleration based on a
self-similar solution for a planar layer driven by a specified
volumetric heating~see Appendix A!.

The relation between the radial convergence ratioCr and
the initial nonuniformity of the implosion is established by

setting a limit on the maximum allowed perturbation of the
gas-payload interfacer p5r p(t,f) at the end of implosiont:
we assume that the ratio between the maximum~over azi-
muth f! and the minimum values ofr p(t,f) should not ex-
ceed maxf$rp(t,f)%:minf$rp(t,f)%52:1. For an elliptical dis-
tortion this results in the condition

udr pu
Rp

5
maxf$r p~ t,f!%2minf$r p~ t,f!%

Rp
<

1

& Cr

, ~9!

where Rp5r p(0,f) is the initial radius of the gas-payload
interface, andCr is the convergence ratio at timet evaluated
according to Eq.~4!. Of practical interest are, of course, the
valuesCr@1.

Thus, to obtain a corresponding limit onn̄ ~or on ud f u),
we have, in the first place, to relate the perturbationudr pu/Rp

to the azimuthal nonuniformity of the energy deposition
ude totu/etot , and then to calculateude totu/etot as a function ofn̄
~or of ud f u) and apply the criterion~9!.

A. Cyclic nonuniformities

Cyclic nonuniformities are due to a finite numbern̄ of
the beam revolutions. Here we assume a perfectly circular
focal spot with radiusr f . The analysis becomes particularly
simple in the limit oftb!t im , when we can neglect the effect
of retardation. For a quasiadiabatic payload acceleration, and
at Cr@1 we have

udr pu
Rp

5
1

2

ude totu
e tot

, ~10!

wheree tot5etot(f) is the mean~over the radial thickness of
the absorber! total specific energy deposition at azimuthf.
Equation~10! follows from a simple general consideration
that both the implosion velocity and the distance travelled by
the payload by timet5t im@tb are directly proportional to
e tot

1/2, while the dependence on other parameters can be ig-
nored so long as they experience nof variation. This result
can, of course, be obtained directly from Eq.~A11! of the
self-similar solution, in whichY(t)2Y0 should be identified
with Rp2r p(t,f). Note that in the limit of a shock-like ac-
celeration of the payload Eq.~10! may become inapplicable:
for not too strong shocks breaking out of a solid the resulting
velocity is directly proportional to the pressure in the
absorber,10 which, for short pulses withtb!thp and a mas-
sive absorber, is directly proportional toe tot .

For a thin absorber, the mean specific energy deposited
by time t at a given azimuthf can be written as

e~ t,f!5(
k

Dek~f!, 0,tk,t, ~11!

where

Dek~f!5
Wb~ tk!

nSaR , tk5n21S f

2p
1k21D . ~12!

In other words, each time the rotating beam sweeps across
the selected absorber element, the specific deposited energy
e(t,f) increases in a jump@more precisely, on a time scale
of r f /(2pRbn)!n21] by an amountDek(f) ~see Fig. 2!.
Here k51,2,3,... is the sequential revolution number,
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Sa54pr fRb is the total absorber area sweeped by the rotat-
ing beam, andR is the effective ion range in the absorber
material defined by

1

R 5
1

Ei
U dEi

ra dzU, ~13!

where Ei is the energy of individual beam ions,ra is the
absorber density. Note that the dependence ofDek on f oc-
curs only through the argumenttk of the temporal profile of
the beam powerWb(t).

To calculate the total energy depositione tot(f) for times
t.tb , we have to perform summation in Eq.~11! over the
entire beam pulse. The result is obtained straightforwardly
for the two simplest cases, namely, for the box pulse,

ude totu
e tot

5
max$e tot~f!%2min$e tot~f!%

Eb /~SaR!
5

1

n̄
3H 0, Dn̄50,

1, Dn̄Þ0,
~14!

and for the triangular pulse,

ude totu
e tot

5
2

n̄2 3H Dn̄, even @ n̄#,

~12Dn̄!, odd @ n̄#,
~15!

~for details see Appendix B!. Here @ n̄# denotes the integer
part of n̄, 0<Dn̄5 n̄2@ n̄#<1 is the fractional part ofn̄, and
Eb /(SaR) is the mean~over the entire absorber areaSa)
total specific energy deposition in the absorber.

Equations~14! and~15! reveal an important general dif-
ference between stepwise and smooth pulse shapes: for step-
wise pulses the azimuthal nonuniformity of the beam energy
deposition decreases asn̄21 with the increasing number of
beam revolutionsn̄, whereas for smooth pulses it decreases
much faster, asn̄22. The distinction between the smooth and
the stepwise pulses lies in that the beam powerWb(t) of a
smooth pulse is a continuous function oft, which increases
from zero to its peak value and drops back to zero smoothly,
i.e., on the time scaletb of the total pulse duration. In con-
trast, the powerWb(t) of a stepwise pulse experiences one or
more jumps~on a time scale shorter thann21) by a signifi-
cant amount compared to its peak value.

For a broad class of smooth pulses with a continuous
first derivativeV8(t)[dV/dt inside the interval 0,t,1,
one can derive a general expression for the first termO( n̄22)

in the series expansion ofde tot /etot in powers of n̄21 ~see
Appendix B!. In particular, for a symmetric pulse with
V8(1)52V8(0), wehave

ude totu
e tot

5
V8~0!

4n̄2 3H ~12Dn̄!2, 0<Dn̄< 1
2 ,

Dn̄2, 1
2 <Dn̄<1,

J 1O~ n̄23!.

~16!

When we use Eq.~16! to compare the parabolic,V56t(1
2t), or, say, the sine-like,V50.5p sin(pt), pulses with the
triangular one, we find that the maximum variation
ude totu/etot52/n̄2 occurs in a triangular pulse with an odd
number of revolutionsn̄. Using this ‘‘worst’’ value for
smooth pulses, and the box-pulse result~14! as the worst
value for stepwise pulses, we obtain from Eqs.~9! and ~10!
the following analytical constraints on the total number of
beam revolutions:

n̄>H 221/2Cr , stepwise pulse,

21/4Cr
1/2, smooth pulse.

~17!

Note that, as discussed in Sec. IV A, the pulses with higher
orders of smoothness@i.e., with V8(0)5V8(1)50,...] ap-
pear to be of no practical interest.

The expressions above have been obtained with no re-
gard for the effect of retardation, i.e., in the limit oftb

!t im . Here we argue that in general the effect of retardation
can alter the proportionality factors in Eq.~17! but not the
exponents in the power dependence onCr . For stepwise
pulses this is rather obvious, simply because the maximum
time of delay in the energy deposition at differentf is n21,
and the maximum relative difference of the payload displace-
ment at differentf cannot be larger than of the order ofn̄21.
For smooth pulses the argument is somewhat more involved.

As it is illustrated by the self-similar solution in Appen-
dix A @namely, by Eq.~A11!, in which Y(t)2Y0 should be
identified withRp2r p(t,f)], the radial displacement of the
payload at a givenf is governed by the temporal history of
e(t,f), which, in addition, depends onn as a parameter. The
expression~11! for e(t,f,n) is nothing else but a finite-
difference trapezoidal-rule approximation to the integral
(SaR)21*0

t Wb(t8) dt8 on a discrete mesh with@ tn# cells
over the time interval (0,t). As is well known, the finite-
difference error of such an approximation for any continuous
functionWb(t) is of the order of (tn)22. In other words, the
general form of the series expansion ofe(t,f,n) in powers
of n̄21 will be

e~ t,f,n!5
1

SaR E
0

t

Wb~ t8!dt81
e2~ t,f!

n2 1O~n23!.

~18!

Since the first~main! term on the right-hand side of Eq.~18!
does not depend onf, and since the implosion timet im

>tb , the relative amplitudeudr pu/Rp of the f variation of
the radial payload displacement by the end of the implosion
at t5t im in Eq. ~9! will be of the order ofn̄22—even when

FIG. 2. Time dependence of the mean~averaged over the absorber thick-
ness! specific energy deposition by a rotating ion beam in a target with a thin
absorber at a given azimuthf.
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calculated with the full account for the retardation effect.
Hence, the square-root dependence onCr for smooth pulses
in Eq. ~17! is retained even whentb.t im .

B. Focal nonuniformities

Here we analyze the role of focal nonuniformities for an
elliptical beam (afÞbf ; see Fig. 1!, which preserves its ori-
entation during the rotation along a circular orbitr 5Rb .
Such a case corresponds to the quadrupole asymmetry of the
energy deposition and implosion pattern.

Under the same simplifying assumptions as for the cy-
clic nonuniformities, namely, that~i! the payload and the
absorber are thin compared to their radii and~ii ! the pulse
durationtb is short compared to the implosion timet im , and
having supposed in addition that~iii ! the rotation frequencyn
is so large that the cyclic nonuniformities are negligibly
small, we can use the self-similar solution from Appendix A
to evaluate the ensuing quadrupole asymmetry of the radial
displacement of the gas-payload interface. Under our as-
sumptions, this distance is

Rp2r p~ t im ,f!5Y~ t im!2Y0'Y~ t im!}S e tot

mpa1 1
3
D 1/2

,

~19!

where 1
2mpa is the mass ratio between the payload and the

absorber. Then, for the azimuthal relative nonuniformity of
the radial displacement we obtain

dr p

Rp
52

1

2

de tot

e tot
1

1

2

dmpa

mpa1 1
3

. ~20!

Note that, in contrast to the cyclic nonuniformities, now the
azimuthal variations of the travelled distance arise not only
from the variations in the energy deposition but also from the
variations of the payload areal massmp .

Having definedde tot for the quadrupole perturbation as
e tot(0)2etot(p/2), we readily obtain

de tot

e tot
5d f , ~21!

where d f is defined in Eq.~2!. Assuming the same initial
density for the absorber and the payload, we have af inde-
pendent value of the summa1mp , which leads to

dmpa5
dmp

ma
2mpa

dma

ma
52

dma

ma
~11mpa!5d f~11mpa!.

~22!

Becausede tot and dmpa have the same sign, the two
terms on the right-hand side~rhs! of Eq. ~20! partially cancel
one another. The physical cause of this compensation is quite
clear: where the distorted focal spot sweeps a more narrow
absorber band~Fig. 1!, the specific energy depositione tot

increases together with the payload/absorber mass ratio
mp /(2ma)5 1

2mpa . In our case the effect of the heavier pay-
load prevails, and Eqs.~20!, ~21!, and~22! yield

udr pu
Rp

5
ud f u

113mpa
. ~23!

Then, having recalled Eq.~9!, we arrive at the following
constraint on the value ofud f u:

ud f u<
113mpa

& Cr

. ~24!

Equation~24! tells us that, beside the radial convergence
Cr , the impact of focal nonuniformities is sensitive also to
the relative payload massmpa . As it will be seen from the
numerical simulations, other parameters~like pulse duration,
absorber thickness! are of importance as well.

IV. NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS

Numerical simulations have been performed with the 2D
arbitrary Lagrangian–Eulerian hydrodynamics code
CAVEAT11 in the (r ,f) cylindrical geometry. For the present
problem, the heat conduction was ignored. We used a simple
linear equation of state~EOS!

p5p~r,e!5c0
2~r2r0!1Gre, ~25!

wherep, r, ande are, respectively, the pressure, the density,
and the specific internal energy, andc0 , r0 , andG are con-
stants:c0 is the sound speed at normal densityr5r0 and
zero internal energye50 ~zero pressure!, G is the Grüneisen
coefficient. The caloric EOS~25! has an important advantage
that it admits an equivalent analytic representation in the
more familiar thermal form,

p5p~r,T!5pc~r!1GrcvT,
~26!

e5e~r,T!5ec~r!1cvT,

where T is the temperature, and the cold pressurepc and
specific energyec are given by

pc~r!5
r0c0

2

G11 F S r

r0
D G11

21G ,
~27!

ec~r!5c0
2F 1

G~G11! S r

r0
D G

1
1

G11

r0

r
2

1

G G ,
here cv.0 is a physically insignificant additional constant
~specific heat at constant volume!, whose value is fully de-
termined by the temperature unit. Expressions~27! are ob-
tained by excludingT from two Eqs.~26!, combining the
result with the basic thermodynamic identityr2 dec /dr
5pc , and performing elementary integration. Equation~26!
belongs to the well known class of two-term equations of
state10 that are quite adequate for compressed metals at not
too high energy densities. Forc050 it reduces to the ideal-
gas EOS with the adiabatic indexg5G11.

For c0.0, r0.0 our EOS has a useful property that the
density at a boundary with vacuum is always finite, which is
characteristic for liquid metals, and which prevents our target
from disassembly before a significant amount of energy is
deposited. On the other hand, this EOS has an unphysical
property that the internal energy becomes infinite atr50.
However, in the simulations we never reached states where
such unphysical behavior could become of any importance.
We used the valuesc050, G52/3 to describe the central gas
~initially at r ,Rp), and the values
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r0510 g/cm3, c052.53105 cm/s, G52.5, ~28!

for the solid liner shell. The values~28! correspond roughly
to the properties of lead near normal conditions.10

A special routine has been added to the original CA-
VEAT code to describe the energy deposition by a rotating
ion beam. For the spatial beam current profile, we assumed
an inverted parabolic distribution over an elliptical focal spot
with semiaxesaf and bf ~see Fig. 1!. The specific heating
rate @W/g# at a given point (x,y) of the target cross section
has been calculated as

q~ t,x,y!5
2Wb~ t !

pafbfR S 12
xf

2

af
2 2

yf
2

bf
2D , ~29!

where

xf5x2Rb sin~2pnt !,

yf5y2Rb cos~2pnt !, ~30!

are local coordinates with respect to the center of the rotating
focal ellipse. Outside the focal ellipse, i.e., foruxf u.af or
uyf u.bf , the heating rateq(t,x,y) is equal to zero. For each
quadrangular mesh cell, the heating rate~29! was numeri-
cally integrated over the cell area by using a Gaussian
quadrature with 2–5 nodes along each spatial direction, and
analytically integrated over the time interval@ t,t1Dt#,
where Dt is the current hydrodynamic time step. Such a
procedure allowed us to avoid any restrictions onDt due to
fast beam rotation.

To simulate a circular cross section of a cylindrical tar-
get, we used a numerical mesh shown in Fig. 3. This mesh
consists of five separate blocks and has a floating center. The
central block has the topology of a square. Such a mesh has
two important advantages over a simple radial (r ,f) mesh
with a fixed center atr 50: ~i! it allows the central gas re-
gion to be pushed aside in the course of an asymmetric im-
plosion without problems with rezoning and~ii ! it is less
restrictive with respect to the Courant limit on the time step.

On the other hand, our mesh has a serious shortcoming
of being initially not perfectly symmetric with respect tof
rotation, which inevitably leads to spuriousf perturbations
at sufficiently high radial convergences even for a perfectly
symmetric beam heating. Special tests have shown, however,
that this defect is not harmful to our problem, provided that
the initial radius of the central block is set to be sufficiently
small @in practice, the values of (0.2– 0.3)Rp were used#.
Figure 4 shows the liner-gas interface in such a test run with
a perfectly symmetric beam energy deposition at the time of
stagnation, when essentially the 1D convergence ratio of
Cr553.5 has been reached. What is important, the relative
deformationudr pu/r p50.31 of the liner-gas interface@as de-
fined in Eq.~32!# is still well below the critical value of 1.

A. Cyclic nonuniformities

To explore the effect of cyclic nonuniformities, the base
series of simulations has been conducted for the following
set of parameters:

Rp51 mm, Rb51.55 mm, R52.55 mm,

af5bf5r f50.5 mm, ~31!

Eb520 kJ, tb5200 ns, R510 g/cm2.

These parameters correspond to the mean total energy depo-
sition of Eb /(SaR)520.5 kJ/g, and result in the implosion
time of t im'tb . The effective range of 10 g/cm2 corresponds
to the stopping power of lead for the uranium ions with the
energy of 0.5 GeV per nucleon. The initial densityrg0 of the
central gas was set sufficiently low, typically between
1024 g/cm3 and 231023 g/cm3, so that to exclude the im-
pact of the counterpressure of the compressed central gas on
the distortion of the liner-gas interface; in other words, the
1D convergence ratio corresponding to the limit ofn̄→`
was kept always significantly higher than the final 2D value
for a given finiten̄. The initial target pressure was close to
zero ~1 bar!.

FIG. 3. Schematic view of the numerical mesh, consisting of five separate
blocks, that was used in 2D hydrodynamic simulations. Thick lines show the
boundaries between blocks.

FIG. 4. Configuration of the central gas region at the time of stagnation in a
test run with an azimuthally symmetric beam energy deposition. The initial
position of the liner-gas interface was atr 5Rp51.
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In each simulation we kept track of the Lagrangian in-
terfacer p(t,f) between the liner and the central gas. Each
simulation was terminated whenever the relative distortion of
this interface, defined as

udr pu
r p

5
maxf$r p~ t,f!%2minf$r p~ t,f!%

ASg /p
, ~32!

exceeded unity; hereSg5Sg(t) is the surface area inside the
closed curver 5r p(t,f). Note that thus defined distortion
may become large not only due to a noncircular shape of the
gas-liner interface, but also due to a significant displacement
of the circular interface from its original position. Typically,
we used 120 mesh points over the 360 degrees of thef
direction, and about 100 mesh points in radial direction.
Check runs with 240 intervals inf have produced practically
identical results.

The results of simulations for the base set of parameters
are shown in Fig. 5 with filled symbols. For each symbol, the
abscissa is the convergence ratioCr—as calculated from Eq.
~4!—reached by the final time whenudr pu/r p51, and the
ordinate is the number of beam revolutionsn̄ over the pulse
durationtb . Considering the valuesCr530– 40 as an upper
limit on realistic values of the radial convergence, we did not
pursue our simulations beyond this range~shown as a gray
vertical band in Fig. 5!. Symbols of different shape represent
different pulse shapes.

Figure 5 clearly demonstrates that for all the smooth
pulses~including the sine-squared pulse! our 2D simulations
fully confirm the analytical estimate~17!. Within the scatter
of numerical results, even the coefficient in Eq.~17! agrees
with the simulations. Recall that the estimate~17! has been
obtained under the assumptions oftb!t im and of a thin
absorber1payload layer, both of which are not satisfied by
the parameter set~31!.

The case of the sine-squared pulse deserves a special
comment. This pulse has zero time derivatives at both ends,

V8(0)5V8(1)50, and, as it follows from Eq.~16!, should
produceude totu/etot}n̄23, hencen̄}Cr

1/3 in Fig. 5. This is not
observed simply because the total number of revolutions
(.6) required to reachCr530 is still too low: the expansion
of ude totu/etot in powers ofn̄21 becomes sufficiently accurate
only when the revolution period is shorter than all character-
istic time scales for variation of all relevant derivatives.
Thus, from the practical point of view it hardly makes any
sense to try to generate power pulses with zero first and
higher time derivatives at pulse ends.

For the box pulse, the 2D simulations produce signifi-
cantly worse results than predicted by Eq.~17!: not only the
numerical coefficient in the inferred constraintn̄*2.5Cr

turns out to be about a factor 3 higher than in Eq.~17!, but
the required number of beam revolutionsn̄ grows somewhat
faster than in direct proportion withCr . The latter is, most
likely, caused by the fact that a sudden power rise generates
a short-scale~along thef direction! perturbation in the ve-
locity field, which quickly becomes nonlinear. This is clearly
seen in Fig. 6~a!, where the evolution of the gas-liner inter-
face is shown as a function of the radial convergenceCr for
a box pulse withn̄53.5 beam revolutions. For comparison,
Fig. 6~b! shows the evolution of this same interface for a

FIG. 5. Results of 2D simulations for cyclic nonuniformities: the lower
bound on the number of beam revolutionsn̄ is plotted versus the desired
value of the radial convergence ratioCr for the base set of target parameters
~31! and four different pulse shapes~8!. Filled symbols correspond totb

5200 ns, open symbols correspond totb52 ns.

FIG. 6. Evolution of the liner-gas interface in two different cases:~a! n̄
53.5 beam revolutions with a box pulse shape;~b! n̄57 beam revolutions
with a smooth parabolic pulse shape. Each curve is marked by the corre-
sponding current value of the convergence ratioCr .
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much more symmetric case with seven beam revolutions
over the parabolic pulse profile.

To explore the role of retardation, we have conducted
two additional series of simulations~for the box and the
triangular pulses! with a very short pulse duration oftb

52 ns but all the other parameters from Eq.~31! unchanged.
The results are plotted in Fig. 5 with open squares and tri-
angles. Now, with the implosion time oft im'100 ns, the
dimensionless parametertb /t im'0.02 is close to zero and
the retardation effect is practically excluded. However, the
situation is complicated by the fact that the regime of the
payload acceleration is also changed from the slow quasia-
diabatic to the fast shock-like one. If we recall that the ana-
lytical estimate~17! was based on the assumption of quasia-
diabatic payload acceleration, which breaks down for short
pulses, it becomes no surprise that the open squares and tri-
angles~in both Fig. 5 and Fig. 7! exhibit noticeable devia-
tions from then̄}Cr and n̄}Cr

1/2 laws. Fortunately, the final
results turn out to be not particularly sensitive to such ex-
treme variations of the pulse durationtb , and our conclu-
sions, as formulated in Eq.~34! below, apply to the entire
range of realistic values of the beam pulse durationtb .

To check the other simplifying assumption behind the
analytical result~17!, namely that of a thin absorber (r f

!Rb), we have repeated the simulations shown in Fig. 5 for
a five times thinner absorber, namely, for a combination of
parameters,

Rp51 mm, Rb51.15 mm, R51.75 mm,

af5bf5r f50.1 mm, ~33!

Eb5100 kJ, tb550 ns, R510 g/cm2.

A five times higher than in Eq.~31! value of Eb has been
chosen to avoid unphysical thermodynamic properties of a
highly expanded absorber, obeying the equation of state~25!,
at a not high enough specific energy deposition. The results
of simulations are shown in Fig. 7. Similar to Fig. 5, filled
symbols correspond totb /t im'1 ~now the implosion time

t im'60 ns), while empty squares and triangles correspond to
tb /t im'0.03. It is seen that we obtain practically the same as
in Fig. 5 results for both cases of the box pulse and for the
short triangular pulse. However, long smooth pulses require
now about two times larger number of beam revolutions to
achieve the same convergence ratioCr . Qualitatively, this
can be explained by the fact that in targets with relatively
thinner absorbers the implosion proceeds relatively faster
with respect to the propagation of pressure waves along the
f direction, which tend to smooth out the pressure perturba-
tions generated by the nonuniform energy deposition. Finally
note that the two sets~31! and~33! differ also in the value of
the absorber-payload mass ratiompa . A series of dedicated
code runs has shown, however, that the lower bound onn̄ is
insensitive to this parameter.

B. Focal nonuniformities

In contrast to the cyclic perturbations, the impact of fo-
cal nonuniformities on the symmetry of implosion is insen-
sitive to the temporal beam power profile. Figure 8 shows the
results of 2D simulations in terms of the focal asymmetry
ud f u as a function of the convergence ratioCr that can be
reached for givenud f u. These results have been obtained for
the triangular pulse~8! with n̄59 beam revolutions by fixing
the vertical semiaxis of the rotating focal ellipse atbf

50.5 mm and varying its horizontal semiaxis within the
range 0.34 mm<af<0.5 mm. Filled triangles correspond to
the base set of target parameters~31!, while open triangles
have been obtained for a pulse duration shortened from 200
ns to tb550 ns. These simulations confirm that in general
the upper bound onud f u is inversely proportional toCr ,
although the proportionality coefficient may differ signifi-
cantly from the analytical estimate~24!.

FIG. 7. Same as Fig. 5 but for a set of target parameters~33! with a rela-
tively thin absorber. Filled symbols correspond totb550 ns, open symbols
correspond totb50.5 ns.

FIG. 8. Results of 2D simulations for focal nonuniformities: the upper
boundud f u on the asymmetry of the focal spot is plotted versus the desired
value of the radial convergence ratioCr for a triangular pulse withn̄59
beam revolutions and the base set of target parameters~31! with two differ-
ent values of the beam orbit:Rb51.55 mm ~triangles! and Rb51.65 mm
~diamonds!. Filled symbols correspond totb5200 ns, open symbols corre-
spond totb550 ns.
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Equation~24! tells us that, apart fromCr , the constraint
on ud f u depends also on the relative payload massmpa . To
check this dependence, we have conducted a series of simu-
lations with a thicker than in Eq.~31! payload ~filled and
open diamonds in Fig. 8! by shifting the beam orbit from
Rb51.55 mm to Rb51.65 mm, which allowed us to in-
crease the parametermpa from mpa'0.27 tompa'0.37. It is
seen that, in qualitative agreement with Eq.~24!, the upper
bound onud f u does indeed increase withmpa—but only for a
long pulse with tb5200 ns. For shorter pulses withtb

550 ns the dependence onmpa is just the opposite. Such a
behavior is caused by the change of the regime of the pay-
load acceleration~from the quasiadiabatic to the shock-like
one! as we reduce the beam pulse durationtb . Our simula-
tions clearly demonstrate that the quadrupole asymmetry of
the payload-gas interface even changes sign~from oblate to
prolate! as we keepaf,bf fixed and change the pulse dura-
tion from tb5200 ns totb550 ns. Finally, the main conclu-
sion from Fig. 8 is that, unlike the cyclic perturbations, the
effect of focal nonuniformities is quite sensitive to the target
parameters and to the ion pulse duration.

V. CONCLUSION

We have investigated the symmetry of cylindrical implo-
sions driven by an intense beam of fast ions, which propa-
gates along the axis of a cylindrical target and, simulta-
neously, rotates around this same axis. Two types of
azimuthal nonuniformities have been analyzed both analyti-
cally and in 2D hydrodynamic simulations.

Cyclic nonuniformities, caused by the finite number of
beam revolutions, are found to be sensitive to the temporal
beam power profile. According to our calculations, the lower
bound on the required cyclic frequencyn of the beam wob-
bler, expressed in terms of the total number of the beam
revolutionsn̄ during the pulse, can be written as

n̄>H 2.5Cr , box pulse,

~123!Cr
1/2, smooth pulse,

~34!

whereCr is the desired radial convergence ratio of the im-
plosion. A given pulse shape should be classified either as a
box pulse or as a smooth pulse depending on whether the
beam power experiences sudden changes on a time scale
shorter than the beam rotation periodn21, or varies
smoothly on a time scale of the total pulse durationtb . The
uncertainty in the numerical factor for smooth pulses reflects
sensitivity of the cyclic nonuniformities to the target geom-
etry and the ion pulse duration. The most lenient constraints
on n̄ are obtained for smooth pulses when the focal radiusr f

of the rotating beam is relatively large~i.e., comparable to
the radius of the beam orbitRb), and the pulse durationtb is
relatively long~i.e., comparable to the implosion timet im).

Focal nonuniformities, caused by a noncircular ion cur-
rent distribution over the focal spot of a rotating beam, have
been investigated for an example of the elliptical focal spot.
In general, the upper bound on the ellipticityud f u of the focal
spot is inversely proportional to the radial convergence ratio
Cr , but the proportionality coefficient varies in a broad
range depending on the target proportions and the ion pulse

duration. The temporal shape of the irradiating pulse is rela-
tively unimportant. Targets with relatively thick absorber and
payload layers, irradiated by relatively long pulses, can tol-
erate as large as a 20% asymmetry of the focal spot and still
demonstrate convergence ratiosCr*30. In practice, how-
ever, the role of the focal nonuniformities should be analyzed
individually for each combination of the target and beam
parameters.
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APPENDIX A: SELF-SIMILAR SOLUTION FOR A
QUASIADIABATIC ACCELERATION OF THE PAYLOAD
BY A UNIFORMLY EXPANDING ABSORBER

Consider a uniform plane-parallel absorber layer at
2Y(t)<y<Y(t) ~see Fig. 9!, which is symmetric with re-
spect to the planey50 and has two infinitely thin payload
sheets on each side aty56Y(t); each payload sheet has a
finite areal mass ofmp @g cm22#. To obtain an analytic so-
lution, we use the ideal-gas equation of state

e5
1

g21

p

r
, ~A1!

for the absorber fluid and write down the 1D hydrodynamic
equations in the Lagrangian form

]y

]t
5u, ~A2!

]u

]t
1

]p

]m
50, ~A3!

]e

]t
1p

]u

]m
5q~ t,m!, ~A4!

with respect to the mass coordinate

2ma<m5E
0

y

r~ t,y8!dy8<ma , ~A5!

FIG. 9. A planar absorber-payload slab symmetric with respect to they
50 plane.
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whereu, r, p, ande are, respectively, the velocity, the den-
sity, the pressure, and the specific~per unit mass! energy of
the absorber fluid,ma5*0

Yr(t,y8)dy8 is one-half of the ab-
sorber areal mass,q(t,m) @erg g21 s21# is the specific~per
unit mass! rate of the energy deposition.

Equations~A2!–~A4! admit a simple homologous@i.e.,
with a uniform density,r(t,m)5r(t)5ma /Y(t), and a lin-
ear velocity,u(t,y)}y, profiles# self-similar solution

y~ t,m!5jY, u~ t,m!5jẎ, ~A6!

p~ t,m!5maŸ@mpa1 1
2 ~12j2!#, ~A7!

e~ t,m!5
p

~g21!r
5

YŸ

g21 Fmpa1
1

2
~12j2!G , ~A8!

provided that the specific heating rateq(t,m) has a parabolic
profile

q~ t,m!5qa~ t !@mpa1 1
2 ~12j2!#@mpa1 1

3#
21 ~A9!

with respect to the mass coordinatem; here

j5
m

ma
~A10!

is the self-similar variable,mpa5mp /ma is the dimension-
less pusher mass,Ẏ and Ÿ are the first and the second de-
rivatives ofY(t), andqa(t) is an arbitrary given mean heat-
ing rate~averaged over the absorber thickness, so that 2maqa

@erg cm22 s21# is the heating rate per unit area of the
absorber-payload slab! of the absorber. For a givenqa(t), the
function Y(t) is found by solving the ordinary differential
equation

YŸ

g21
1

1

2
Ẏ25

e~ t !

mpa1 1
3

~A11!

with the initial conditions

Y~0!5Y05
ma

ra0
, Ẏ~0!50, ~A12!

where

e~ t !5E
0

t

qa~ t8!dt8 ~A13!

is the mean specific deposited energy,ra0 is the initial ab-
sorber density. Here we assume that the initial internal and
kinetic energies of the absorber-payload slab are zero. Note
that for j51 Eq. ~A7! describes the acceleration of the pay-
load,

p~ t,ma!5mpŸ. ~A14!

Equation~A11! can be explicitly integrated in the specific
case ofg53,

Y2~ t !5Y0
21

4

mpa1 1
3

E
0

tF E
0

t8
e~ t9!dt9Gdt8. ~A15!

This solution becomes particularly simple in the limiting
case of a very fast energy deposition,qa(t)5e totd(t):

Y2~ t !5Y0
21

2e tot

mpa1 1
3

t2. ~A16!

APPENDIX B: NONUNIFORMITY OF THE TOTAL
SPECIFIC ENERGY DEPOSITION FOR DIFFERENT
PULSE SHAPES

When normalized to itsf-averaged value ofEb /(SaR),
the mean~over the radial absorber thickness! total specific
energy deposition in a thin absorber, given by Eqs.~11! and
~12! for t5tb , can be rewritten as

v~f,n̄ ![
e tot~f,n!

Eb /~SaR!
5

1

n̄ (
k51

N

V~tk!, ~B1!

where

tk5
1

n̄ S f

2p
1k21D ,

~B2!

N5H @ n̄#11, 0<
f

2p
,Dn̄<1,

@ n̄#, Dn̄<
f

2p
,1,

@ n̄# is the integer part ofn̄, andDn̄5 n̄2@ n̄# is the fractional
part of n̄. Clearly, for largen̄@1 the dimensionless function
v(f,n̄) is close to 1, and the angular nonuniformity of the
total deposited energy is simply

ude totu
e tot

5max
f

$v~f,n̄ !%2min
f

$v~f,n̄ !%. ~B3!

In the simplest case of a box-like pulse, whenV(t)51,
calculation ofv(f,n̄) is trivial, and the result is

v~f,n̄ !5H @ n̄#11

n̄
, 0<

f

2p
,Dn̄,

@ n̄#

n̄
, Dn̄<

f

2p
,1.

~B4!

Equations~B3! and ~B4! yield Eq. ~14!.

1. Triangular power pulse

In the case of a triangular pulse withV(t)52(12u2t
21u), the summation in Eq.~B1! can be also done exactly.
For even values of@ n̄# we find

v~f,n̄ !512
Dn̄2

n̄2 1
4

n̄2

35
f

2p
, 0<

f

2p
<

1

2
Dn̄,

S Dn̄2
f

2p D ,
1

2
Dn̄,

f

2p
<Dn̄,

0, Dn̄<
f

2p
<1,

~B5!

and for odd@ n̄# we obtain
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v~f,n̄ !512
~12Dn̄!2

n̄2 1
4

n̄2

35
0, 0<

f

2p
<Dn̄,

S f

2p
2Dn̄ D , Dn̄,

f

2p
<

1

2
~11Dn̄!,

S 12
f

2p D ,
1

2
~11Dn̄!<

f

2p
<1.

~B6!

Equations~B5! and~B6! yield Eq.~15! for the full amplitude
of the f variations ofv(f,n̄).

2. Arbitrary smooth pulse

For an arbitrary smooth pulse we assume that the pulse
profile V~t! has the first,V8(t), and the second,V9(t),
derivatives in the interval 0,t,1. Being interested in large
values of n̄@1, we can expand the functionv(f,n̄) in a
power series with respect to the small parametern̄21 and
retain the first nonvanishing nontrivial term. Before doing so,
we note that Eq.~B1! is nothing else but a trapezoidal-rule
quadrature formula for numerical integration of the function
V~t! on a uniform mesh$t i%5$0;n̄21;2n̄21;3n̄21,...%. For
any continuous functionV~t!, the error of such numerical
quadrature is of the order ofn̄22, i.e., we expect that
v(f,n̄)511O( n̄22).

First consider the case of 0<f/2p,Dn̄, whenN5@ n̄#
11. We start with the identity

15E
0

1

V~t!dt5 (
k51

n̄ E
(k21)/n̄

k/ n̄
V~t!dt1E

[ n̄]/ n̄

1

V~t!dt,

~B7!

in which we perform a piecewise Taylor series expansion,

V~t!5Vk1~t2tk!Vk81
1

2
~t2tk!

2Vk91¯ ,

k21

n̄
,t,

k

n̄
, ~B8!

and calculate

E
(k21)/n̄

k/ n̄
V~t!dt5

Vk

n̄
1

Vk8

2n̄2 S 12
f

p D1
Vk9

6n̄3 F12
3f

2p

13S f

2p D 2G1¯ , k51,2,...,@ n̄#, ~B9!

E
[ n̄]/ n̄

1

V~t!dt5
VN

n̄
Dn̄1

VN8

2n̄2 Dn̄S Dn̄2
f

p D1
VN9

6n̄3

3Dn̄FDn̄22Dn̄
3f

2p
13S f

2p D 2G1¯ ,

~B10!

whereVk5V(tk), Vk85V8(tk), Vk95V9(tk). Having sub-
stituted Eqs.~B9! and ~B10! into Eq. ~B7!, we obtain

15v~f,n̄ !2
1

n̄
~12Dn̄!VN1

1

2n̄2 S 12
f

p D (
k51

[ n̄]

Vk8

1
1

6n̄3 F12
3f

2p
13S f

2p D 2G (
k51

[ n̄]

Vk91
Dn̄

2n̄2 S Dn̄2
f

p DVN8

1¯ , ~B11!

here and below we omit all the terms of the order ofn̄23 and
higher. To evaluate(k51

[ n̄] Vk8 , we note that, analogously to
Eqs.~B7! and ~B11!,

05E
0

1

V8~t!dt

5
1

n̄ (
k51

[ n̄]

Vk81
1

2n̄2 S 12
f

p D (
k51

[ n̄]

Vk91
Dn̄

n̄
VN8 1¯ , ~B12!

which yields

(
k51

[ n̄]

Vk852
1

2n̄ S 12
f

p D (
k51

[ n̄]

Vk92Dn̄VN8 1¯ . ~B13!

Also, the same reasoning leads to

E
0

1

V9~t!dt5V8~1!2V8~0!5
1

n̄ (
k51

n̄

Vk91¯ , ~B14!

VN52
1

n̄ S Dn̄2
f

2p DV8~1!1¯ . ~B15!

Finally, collecting all the terms and having done similar cal-
culations for the case ofDn̄,f/2p,1, we obtain

v~f,n̄ !511
V8~0!2V8~1!

12n̄2 F211
3f

p S 12
f

2p D G
1

V8~1!

2n̄2

3H ~12Dn̄!S f

p
2Dn̄ D , 0,

f

2p
,Dn̄,

Dn̄S 11Dn̄2
f

p D , Dn̄,
f

2p
,1.

~B16!

In the particular case of a symmetric pulse shape with
V8(1)52V8(0) the full amplitude of thef variation of
v(f,n̄) from Eq. ~B16! is given by Eq.~16!.
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